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Abstract

When watching a negative emotional movie, we differ from person to person in the

ease with which we engage and the difficulty with which we disengage throughout a

temporally evolving narrative. We investigated neural responses of emotional proces-

sing, by considering inter-individual synchronization in subjective emotional engage-

ment and disengagement. The neural underpinnings of these shared responses are

ideally studied in naturalistic scenarios like movie viewing, wherein individuals emo-

tionally engage and disengage at their own time and pace throughout the course of a

narrative. Despite the rich data that naturalistic designs can bring to the study, there

is a challenge in determining time-resolved behavioral markers of subjective engage-

ment and disengagement and their underlying neural responses. We used a within-

subject cross-over design instructing 22 subjects to watch clips of either neutral or

sad content while undergoing functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI). Partici-

pants watched the same movies a second time while continuously annotating the

perceived emotional intensity, thus enabling the mapping of brain activity and
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emotional experience. Our analyses revealed that between-participant similarity in

waxing (engagement) and waning (disengagement) of emotional intensity was directly

related to the between-participant similarity in spatiotemporal patterns of brain acti-

vation during the movie(s). Similar patterns of engagement reflected common activa-

tion in the bilateral ventromedial prefrontal cortex, regions often involved in self-

referenced evaluation and generation of negative emotions. Similar patterns of disen-

gagement reflected common activation in central executive and default mode net-

work regions often involved in top-down emotion regulation. Together this work

helps to better understand cognitive and neural mechanisms underpinning engage-

ment and disengagement from emotionally evocative narratives.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Some individuals have little trouble disengaging from a negative emo-

tional experience, while others struggle to disengage or even over-

engage (Blicher et al., 2020; Koole, 2009; Rudaizky et al., 2014;

Scherer et al., 2001). The neural signatures that give rise to these indi-

vidual differences are poorly understood. This is partly owed to a long

tradition in the field of controlled task designs optimized to assess

shared responses for group-level inferences rather than inter-

individual variability (Finn et al., 2020). How humans engage and dis-

engage from emotional experiences has traditionally been investi-

gated using highly controlled scenarios wherein individuals attend and

react to isolated emotional stimuli, such as pictures or short audio-

visual stimuli (Braunstein et al., 2017). This kind of approach obscures

the fact that emotions never emerge on their own independently, but

are often embedded in an ongoing narrative with varying emotional

intensity and valence, determining where to and for how long we

direct our attention. Naturalistic designs, such as movie watching,

address this issue: events are connected through a common tempo-

rally evolving narrative allowing individuals to engage, disengage, and

re-engage at varying time points and for different lengths of time.

Despite or because of this rich dynamic scenario, behavioral and neu-

ral markers underlying engagement and disengagement have been dif-

ficult to characterize.

In the context of this study, we employ our measure to explore

emotional engagement and disengagement at the behavioral level.

These episodes within the emotional process lack a definitive and pre-

cise description within the domain of neuroscience. This lack of clarity

is acknowledged by Dmochowski, who advocates for the inclusion of

specific operational definitions based on the context under investiga-

tion (Dmochowski et al., 2012). For instance, within the educational

realm, emotional engagement (EE) is defined as affective responses

that encompass a sense of belonging within the school environment,

while emotional disengagement (ED) pertains to the withdrawal from

educational activities (Steenberghs et al., 2021). Conversely, beyond

the educational sphere, EE has been defined by Steenberghs and

colleagues as the degree of emotional salience. Fitz and collaborators,

on the other hand, characterize EE as mindful awareness and ED as

distraction (Fitzpatrick & Kuo, 2022). Hence, we establish operational

definitions for these episodes as the positive or negative changes,

respectively, in the intensity of emotional impact (affective state)

experienced by individuals during varying moments throughout the

movie.

Continuous physiological markers like heart rate, skin conduc-

tance, and pupil dilation have been previously recorded during movie

watching (Hasson et al., 2009; Nguyen et al., 2019; Sharma

et al., 2019; van der Meer et al., 2020), but their roles in engagement

and disengagement are poorly understood. In contrast, continuous

subjective annotations have been used to map fluctuations of emo-

tional arousal or emotional intensity, indicating how emotionally

moved one feels from moment to moment throughout movie watch-

ing (Hudson et al., 2020; Nummenmaa et al., 2012; Song et al., 2021;

Wallentin et al., 2011). A common approach is to watch the same

movie twice, retroactively providing continuous annotations during

the second watch which reflect one's emotional arousal whilst watch-

ing the movie for the first time (Canini et al., 2010; Hanjalic &

Xu, 2005; Li et al., 2015; Ruef & Levenson, 2007). While real-time

annotations during scanning affect neural responses to emotional

stimulation (therefore obstructing attempts at brain imaging), repeated

movie watching only minimally affects subjective annotations

(Hutcherson et al., 2005; Lieberman et al., 2007), as demonstrated by

high test–retest reliability (Cronbach's α =0.8–0.9; Metallinou &

Narayanan, 2013). In this regard, fluctuations in subjectively experi-

enced emotional intensity could help identify alternations between

engagement in and disengagement from emotional stimuli throughout

movie watching.

A prominent approach to detect shared neural responses in natu-

ralistic designs is inter-subject correlation analysis (ISC), which evalu-

ates how neural responses synchronize across subjects when they

process the same stimulus at the same time (Hasson et al., 2004).

Thus, higher and lower neural synchronization would reflect more and

less similar stimulus processing, respectively. Even though this
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assumption implies that shared neural responses should reflect shared

behavioral responses, it has been rarely investigated if shared neural

responses indeed underlie shared behavioral responses. Instead, asso-

ciations to behavior have been based on individual magnitudes, such

as individual scoring on a questionnaire as opposed to the degree of

inter-individual similarity (but see Chen et al. (2020) and supplement

in in Nummenmaa et al. (2012)). Thus, given the sparse understanding

of how individuals resemble each other in their subjective emotional

experiences during naturalistic designs, their underlying shared neural

responses are poorly understood.

Using more trial-based designs, several studies have shown that

the ventro-medial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC) is involved in both the

generation and regulation of negative emotions and might be a relay

for generalizable representations of negative emotions (Kragel

et al., 2018). Further, the vmPFC has been involved in self-referenced

evaluation such as self-attributing personality traits or recalling auto-

biographical memories (Northoff et al., 2006; Svoboda et al., 2006).

Not only during movie viewing but even in the absence of sensory

stimulation (resting state), the vmPFC exhibits higher inter-individual

variations in neural responses as compared to other brain regions (see

L. Chang et al., 2018, L. J. Chang et al., 2021, Hasson et al., 2010,

Hasson et al., 2004, and Xie et al., 2021, for naturalistic paradigms

and Mueller et al., 2013, for resting state).

Previous work has shown across two different data sets (movie and

audio-book) that the degree to which neural responses synchronized

within the default mode network (DMN) was related to how engaging

the narrative was perceived (Song et al., 2021). The researchers conclude

that the DMN could reflect “a modality-general network involved in

attention and narrative processing” (2021). In their study, neural synchro-

nization was related to a group manifold of continuous subjective engage-

ment derived from an independent sample that was not scanned. Thus, it

is still unclear whether and, if so, to which degree, neural synchronization

occurs as a function of synchronized subjective engagement and disen-

gagement, which would require both scanning and subjective annotations

within one and the same individuals. Further, we hypothesized individuals

would alternate between discrete moments of engagement in and disen-

gagement from a narrative. Rather than being interested in the neural

activity associated with moments of engagement and disengagement, we

sought to investigate how similar patterns of emotional engagement and

disengagement were reflected in synchronized patterns of spatiotemporal

brain activity across the entire movie clip.

To address these research questions, we instructed 22 subjects

to watch two movie clips—one with sad and one with neutral

content—while undergoing functional magnetic resonance imaging

(fMRI). Roughly 15 minutes after the scanning session and outside of

the scanner, subjects watched the same movies again while simulta-

neously annotating their ongoing continuous perceived emotional

intensity. We hypothesized that greater synchronization patterns in

subject annotations throughout moments of engagement and disen-

gagement ought to be reflected in distinct synchronization of neural

response patterns. Specifically, we speculate that engagement and

disengagement similarity patterns should reflect brain regions associ-

ated with more similar self-referential evaluation of emotions and

top-down regulation, respectively.

As outlined above, we hypothesized the vmPFC to be a critical

region for subjective emotion processing. However, given the novelty

of the method mapping bi-directional similarity (in both behavior and

the brain), we conducted our analysis including brain regions related

to emotional and perceptual processing. Alignments in engagement

reports were related to more synchronized neural responses mainly

within the bilateral vmPFC, together with limbic and visual areas. In

contrast, alignments in disengagement reports were related to more

synchronized neural responses within frontally distributed regions of

the executive and DMN networks. Together these findings suggest

the presence of disparate neural systems possibly supporting appraisal

of affective relevance and top-down emotion regulation, respectively.

2 | MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 | Participants

Twenty-two females (aged 20–49 years, mean age 28.1 ∓ 6.5), volun-

teered for the study. Subjects were screened for absence of any neu-

rological or psychiatric disorders using the short version of the

Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV (SCID; Wittchen

et al., 1997). The study protocols were in accordance with the latest

version of the Declaration of Helsinki and approved by the institu-

tional review board of the Charité, Germany. The data were previ-

ously published with completely different research questions, without

involving continuous annotations of emotional intensitys (Borchardt

et al., 2018; Fan et al., 2019).

2.2 | Task paradigm

To investigate inter-individually shared patterns of neural responses

together with inter-individually shared patterns of subjective emo-

tional intensity responses, we presented two movie clips of either sad

or neutral content. The sad clip was an excerpt from the movie “21
Grams” (Iñárritu, 2003) which presents a mother learning about the

death of her two daughters in a car accident. The video excerpt has a

duration of 4.45 min. The neutral clip was an excerpt from the movie

“La Stanza Del Figlio” (Moretti, 2001), where scenes of a family are

presented in daily life (e.g., having a casual conversation at the dinner

table, reading the newspaper) with a duration of 4.54 min. We

selected the neutral clip based on its resemblance to the sad clip in

terms of low-level features, such as the presence of human faces,

scenes of social interaction, and domestic environments. Both movie

clips were shown in dubbed German version. These movies have been

used in previous studies to induce sad and neutral emotions respec-

tively (Borchardt et al., 2018; Gaviria et al., 2021; Hanich et al., 2014;

Shiota & Levenson, 2009). Every subject started with a 10-min

resting-state recording, followed by the presentation of one of the

two movie clips. No specific instructions were given other than

watching the movie clips. The order of presentation of the movie clips

was counterbalanced across subjects. To minimize possible carry over

effects, 15 min of resting state was recorded between both movies.
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After the second movie, another resting state of 10 min was

recorded.

2.3 | Subjective ratings

To assess the overall emotional induction experience of watching

these video clips, measures of different emotional dimensions have

been previously reported on this data. Specifically, subjects reported

higher scores on arousal, dominance, and one's own emotional experi-

ence in the negative video compared to the neutral one. Additionally,

the negative video was rated as significantly more negative than the

neutral video (Borchardt et al., 2018).

2.4 | Subjective continuous annotations

Roughly 20 min after the scanning session and outside of the scanner,

subjects watched both movie clips again in the same order as pre-

sented in the scanner while concurrently annotating how emotionally

moving their experience was with regard to when they first watched

the movie (Figure 1). The instruction was as follows: “Following, are

2 short ratings of the movie clips that you previously watched. You are

going to see both movie clips again on the PC screen and are subse-

quently asked to rate how emotional you felt while watching.”
(German original in supplement). Subjective emotional intensity anno-

tations were performed through a visual analog scale in which respon-

dents move the mouse to the desired position from “not at all” to

“very much” (emotionally moving) in a vertical bar on the right side of

the screen. The scale was arbitrary ranging from 0 to 250, where 0 was

set as “not emotionally moving” and 250 as “very emotionally moving”.
The annotations were recorded with a sampling rate of 30 Hz and then

down-sampled to the MRI scanner sampling rate (0.5 Hz).

2.5 | Image acquisition

Functional MRI images were acquired on a Siemens Trio 3 T scanner

(Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) with a 12-channel radiofrequency head

coil, using a T2*-weighted Echo Planar Imaging (EPI) sequence (37 axial

slices of 3 mm thickness covering the whole brain, TR = 2000 ms,

TE = 30 ms, 70� flip angle, 64 � 64 matrix, field of view = 192 � 192

mm2, in-plane resolution=3�3 mm2). The natural-viewing sessions

consisted of 147 volumes. T1-weighted anatomical reference images

were acquired using 3D-MPRAGE sequence (176 sagittal slices cover-

ing the whole brain, 1�1�1 mm3 isotropic resolution,

TR=1900ms, TE=2.52ms, 9� flip angle, 256�256 matrix).

2.6 | Image preprocessing

Preprocessing was performed using fMRIprep 1.3.2 (Esteban

et al., 2019), which is based on Nipype 1.1.9 (K. Gorgolewski

et al., 2011; K. J. Gorgolewski et al., 2019). Steps included slice time

and motion correction, susceptibility distortion correction, realign-

ment, smoothing, and registration to common space. ICA-AROMA

was performed to identify and remove motion-related components

(Pruim et al., 2015). Physiological nuisance was corrected by extract-

ing the mean time course of cerebrospinal-fluid (CSF) and white mat-

ter (WM) calculated from the preprocessed images; this method of

motion correction was chosen after comparing to two other sets with

different motion correction methods: (1) FIX (Griffanti et al., 2014;

Salimi-Khorshidi et al., 2014) and (2) only ICA, by assessing the quality

and validation of functional images through visual inspection of the

group independent components according to the criteria described in

Griffanti et al. (2017). The first two volumes of fMRI sequence of both

movies were discarded to avoid T1 saturation effect.

2.7 | Neurosynth brain parcellation and term maps

We used a brain parcellation from the Neurosynth database provided

by Vega et al. (2016; http://neurosynth.org). Since the parcellation

does not consider parcels for each hemisphere individually, we per-

formed a division of parcels into both hemispheres. We then used

F IGURE 1 Subjective emotional intensity annotations for the sad
and the neutral movie clip (top and bottom, respectively). Individual
time courses are shown in color; the degree of similarity of
annotations across participants is shown in black (Euclidean distance
based). Grey segments show three movie scenes with the highest
annotation accordance (distance >2 standard deviations above
the mean).
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search terms that are associated with our research question to iden-

tify regions of interest within this parcellation, resulting in a total of

119-ROIs. This ROI identification was performed by using uniformity

test statistical inference maps (Yarkoni et al., 2011). These maps pro-

vide a consistent measure of each voxel to be activated across studies

that is associated with the search terms of interest. We then used the

uniformity test statistical inference maps to identify our regions of

interest within the Neurosynth parcellation by including a parcel if the

occupancy volume is larger than 30% (Bossier et al., 2020).

The search terms were chosen based on previous work on natu-

ralistic stimulus processing highlighting the importance of lower-level

sensory (“visual perception” and “auditory”) and higher-level cognitive

features like emotion processing (“emotional responses”, “sad”,
“arousal”, “cognitive-emotional”) and self-reflection (“awareness”; see
Table S1; see Saarimäki, 2021). Further, as an exploratory analysis,

instead of treating brain regions as individual entities, we repeated

our analysis assuming brain regions belonging to one search term as

one single parcel.

The terms were chosen based on the literature on naturalistic

stimulus processing (2021), taking into consideration sensory (visual

perception and auditory) and higher-level cognitive features for movie

viewing, emotion processing and subjective ratings and self-reflection

(sad, arousal, awareness, emotional responses and cognitive-emo-

tional; see Table S1).

2.8 | Emotional engagement and disengagement

Our first aim was to isolate moments in time when individuals indicated

the beginning of emotional engagement and disengagement. We hypoth-

esized that these two phases of emotion processing could be derived

from rises and falls from continuous fluctuations of subjective emotional

intensity annotations. Specifically, we isolated time points where subjec-

tive emotional intensity scores fulfilled two conditions: they (a) exhibit a

positive difference between two time points (engagement), or a negative

difference between two time points (disengagement) and (b) fall within

an intra-individually defined threshold (33rd >emotional intensity at time

point t <67th percentile). This algorithm has been previously used to

extract phases in neural oscillations (Dessu et al., 2020; Kato et al., 2015;

Shine et al., 2019). The outcome of this calculation results in individual

onsets of engagement and disengagement, manifesting as binary vari-

ables (see Figure S1). Subsequently, these derived onsets were employed

in the computation of ISC. We sought to specifically extract rises and

falls as opposed to rare highs and lows, because they are more frequent

and short-lived, and thus provide higher sensitivity to individual differ-

ences in engagement and disengagement.

2.9 | Inter-subject correlation analyses

2.9.1 | Synchronization of neural responses

We first sought to assess to what degree subjects align with either

behavioral or neural responses. To this aim, we used inter-

subject-correlation (ISC: Hasson et al., 2004). First, we extracted the

BOLD time series data for each entire brain parcel from individual par-

ticipants. Subsequently, for each brain parcel, we calculated Pearson

correlation distance among all possible pairs of BOLD time courses

derived from subject-specific parcels. This process yielded a single ISC

score for each individual parcel. For mapping inter-subject similarities

in behavior, we calculated Pearson correlation distance within all pos-

sible pairs of subjects' subjective emotional annotations.

Pearson correlation distance, defined as:

dPearson u,vð Þ¼1� u�uð Þ � v�vð Þ
u�uð Þk k2 v�vð Þk k2

ð1Þ

where u and v are a pair of vectors with n observations. Intuitively, by

subtracting the calculated Pearson correlation coefficient from 1, we

get a n�n correlation matrix (Figure 2) containing all pair-wise dis-

tances between each participant. ISC analysis was performed using

functions from nltools package (L. Chang et al., 2018).

2.9.2 | Synchronization of subjective emotional
engagement and disengagement

Utilizing Hamming distance for dichotomous variables (Ayala

et al., 2013), we computed ISC coefficients for the previously esti-

mated engagement and disengagement episodes. This analysis

resulted in two between-subject correlation matrices (one for engage-

ment and one for disengagement). ISC coefficients for the continuous

annotations (no distinction of phases) were also calculated by using

Pearson correlation distance.

2.10 | Subjective emotional intensity annotations

To examine if inter-subject correlation (ISC) of emotional engagement

and disengagement differ across neutral and sad movies, we built a

linear mixed effects regression model (Baayen et al., 2008) predicting

ISC based on phase type (engagement/dis-engagement) and emotion

category (sad/neutral), with subject pair ID as a random intercept. Lin-

ear and generalized mixed effects modeling was performed using the

lme4 package in R (Bates et al., 2014). Correction for multiple compar-

isons was performed with the False Discovery Rate (FDR) approach

Benjamini–Hochberg (Benjamini & Hochberg, 1995).

2.11 | Inter-subject representation similarity
analysis

Having investigated behavioral and neural similarity, we next sought

to understand the association between the two. That is, we wondered

if the degree of similar behavioral responses was systematically

related to how a brain region's neural responses synchronizes across

individuals. To this aim, we used inter-subject representation similarity

analysis by calculating Spearman distance correlation between ISC

NANNI-ZEPEDA ET AL. 5 of 14
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scores of brain parcel's BOLD time courses and ISC scores of individ-

uals' subjective emotional intensity time courses. A mantel permuta-

tion test (Mantel, 1967) was performed, which calculates for each

random permutation (10,000) a set of correlations by shuffling rows

and columns of each subject correlation matrix, creating a null distri-

bution to calculate p-values based on a one-tail test with the alterna-

tive hypothesis being the correlations greater than 0. Finally,

permuted p-values were thresholded with FDR (from nltools [L. Chang

et al., 2018]) method (Benjamini & Yekutieli, 2001) to correct for mul-

tiple comparisons (119 regions). This resulted in Spearman correlation

coefficients falling on a scale bounded between �1 and +1. For ISC

analysis and the ISC-RSA, we used codes by Chen et al. (2020;

https://github.com/cosanlab/affective_ISRSA) under the python

environment (Python 3.7.12; Van Rossum & Drake, 2009). To avoid

misinterpretations in the context of RSA (for discussion see Dimsdale-

Zucker and Ranganath (2018)), we re-scaled Spearman correlation

coefficients using a correlation distance metric d¼1�ρð Þ Kaufman &

Rousseeuw, 2009). This approach transforms coefficients to a range

between 0 and +2, where values close to zero represent higher simi-

larity (Popal et al., 2019), as previously done in studies using RSA

(Kiani et al., 2007; Kriegeskorte et al., 2008; Kriegeskorte &

Kievit, 2013).

Instead of treating each ROI as an individual unit, we sought to

repeat our analyses by treating all ROIs corresponding to each search

term (arousal, auditory, awareness, cognitive emotional, emotional

responses, sad and visual perception) entered into the neurosynth

database as one system: for each subject, we first extracted individual

BOLD timeseries of each parcel belonging to a search term. We then

aggregated over the individual parcel time courses resulting in one

time course per search term and subject. Then, ISC was performed for

each subject's search term time series, resulting in a ISC matrix per

term. Finally, we applied the RSA as outlined above (see Section 2)

correlating the search term ISC matrix and behavior ISC matrix.

3 | RESULTS

3.1 | Subjective emotional intensity annotations

We hypothesized that the emotionally evocative sad movie would

result in (1) higher synchronization of emotional reports and (2) higher

scores of subjective emotional intensity across subjects in contrast to

the neutral movie. Paired t-tests showed that the mean continuous

annotations of subjective emotional intensity were significantly higher

for the sad as compared to the neutral movie clip across movies (t(21)

= 7.37, p < .001). Using mixed-effects modeling it was shown that the

sad movie clip was associated with higher inter-individual similarity as

compared to the neutral movie clip (sad vs. neutral: β =1.56; 95% CI:

[1.45, 1.67], p< :001; see Figure 3b and Table S3).

We further examined if the degree of inter-individual similarity

varied as a function of if individuals engage or disengaged and if this

association differs for the neutral movie clip. Engagement and

F IGURE 2 Scheme for how Inter-Subject Representational Similarity Analysis (IS-RSA) maps the association between inter-individually shared
subjective emotional intensity responses and inter-individually shared neural responses. From left to right: (a) BOLD time series of a brain region
of interest (top) and emotional intensity time series from subjective annotations (bottom) are extracted for each subject separately. (b) Inter-
subject similarity is then calculated for neural responses in that representative brain region (top) and for subjective annotation time courses
(bottom). Thus, every parcel in the triangle depicts the correlation strength between two individuals' signal time courses. These neural inter-
subject correlation coefficients (upper triangle) and behavioral inter-subject coefficients (lower triangle) are then correlated with each other (panel
c; color indicates density of ISC scores, with darker colors indicating lower, and brighter colors indicating higher density of ISCs). The resulting
correlation coefficient is then transformed into correlation distance for better interpretability (d). This analysis was repeated with different
transformations of the subjective annotations: (1) by dichotomizing the subject's emotional annotation time course into moments of increases
(yes/no), here called engagement, and (2) by dichotomizing a subject's emotional annotation time course into moments of decreases (yes/no),
here called disengagement (see Section 2). To assess inter-subject similarity between these binary time courses, Hamming correlation was
performed instead of Pearson correlation. ISC, inter-subject-correlation.
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disengagement were identified by increases and decreases in subjec-

tive emotional intensity annotations, by (1) considering the direction

of signal change and (2) the range of the signal defined by within-

subject percentile thresholds (see Section 2).

For the sad movie, there were on average 6.90 ∓ 4.82 engage-

ment phases and 2.40 ∓ 3.14 disengagement phases (see Figure S1)

with a mean duration of 13.81 ∓ 9.65 and 4.81 ∓ 6.28 seconds,

respectively. For the neutral movie, there were on average 1.31 ∓

1.64 engagement phases and 0.9 ∓ 1.63 disengagement phases, with

a mean duration of 2.63 ∓ 3.28 and 1.81 ∓ 3.26 s in engagement and

disengagement, respectively (see Figure S1). During the sad movie, for

10 subjects disengagement phases were absent. Note that the

absence of phases does not exclude subjects from the analyses but

instead provides valuable information for the calculation of inter-

subject correlation analysis. For the neutral movie, 10 subjects had no

engagement and 13 subjects had no disengagement phases, of which

10 had neither engagement nor disengagement phases.

Next, we built a mixed effects model assessing how the inter-

subject similarity of subjective emotional intensity annotations varied

as a function of emotional category (sad/neutral) and emotional phase

(engagement/disengagement). There was a significant main effect of

emotional category (sad vs. neutral: β =2.14; 95% CI: [2.10, 2.17],

p< :001), indicating that the inter-subject similarity was higher during

sad as opposed to the neutral condition (Table S4). There was a signif-

icant interaction of emotional category with phase (engagement

vs. disengagement: β = �0.41; 95% CI: [�0.46, �0.36], p< :001), indi-

cating that, for the sad movie clip, subjects were more similar to each

other in disengagement as opposed to engagement phases. Taken

together, compared to the neutral movie, the sad movie induced

higher similarity in subjective emotional processing as indicated by

higher inter-subject similarity in subjective emotional intensity anno-

tations, and subjects aligned more strongly in their disengagement as

opposed to engagement behavior. Critically, this differential effect for

engagement and disengagement was only present during the sad, but

not the neutral movie (Figure 3a), suggesting that the sad movie eli-

cited more consistent emotional fluctuations than the neutral one.

3.2 | Inter-subject similarity in neural responses

Given previous research reporting that individuals synchronize their

neural responses during more engaging parts of a movie (Gruskin

et al., 2020; Maffei, 2020; Sachs et al., 2020; Song et al., 2021; Trost

et al., 2015), we sought to replicate this finding in our data. We first

calculated ISCs for each of the 119 brain regions for every movie clip

(sad/neutral), separately. We then constructed a mixed effects model

predicting ISC scores as a function of movie clip (sad/neutral). This

analysis revealed significantly higher brain-wide inter-subject similar-

ity in neural responses for the sad as compared to the neutral movie

condition (sad vs. neutral: β =0.42; 95% CI: [0.32, 0.52], p< :001; see

Table S2). Higher ISC values were concentrated in occipital and tem-

poral areas involving the right occipital fusiform gyrus (mean

ISC= .51), followed by the left and right lingual gyrus (mean ISC= .51

and .51, respectively). For the neutral condition, higher ISC values

were concentrated in occipital areas (Figure 3c), such as the left and

right lingual gyrus (mean ISC= .40; .35) and the occipital pole (mean

ISC= .37).

3.3 | Inter-subject representational similarity
analysis

Now that we established that the sad movie clip was associated with

(1) stronger alignments in emotional intensity annotations and

(2) stronger alignments in neural responses across subjects, we used

representational similarity analysis (Brooks et al., 2019; Chen

et al., 2020; Finn et al., 2020; Sachs et al., 2020) to assess to which

degree neural and behavioral synchronization covaries. The analysis

revealed that higher inter-individual synchronization of engagement

was underpinned by higher synchronization of neural responses

within occipital and prefrontal regions (Figure 4a), specifically within

the bilateral occipital fusiform gyrus (left OFG; d¼0:51,pFDR ¼ :001;

right OFG (d¼0:57,pFDR ¼ :001)), the bilateral ventromedial prefron-

tal cortex (vmPFC) (left vmPFC: d¼0:58,pFDR < :001; right vmPFC:

F IGURE 3 Estimated inter-subject similarity of behavioral and neural responses as a function of emotion induction condition (sad/neutral
movie) using linear-mixed effects modeling. (a) Inter-subject similarity in engaging and disengaging phases, derived from rises and falls in
subjective emotional intensity annotations, respectively. (b) Estimated inter-subject similarity in continuous subjective emotional intensity.
(c) Inter-subject similarity in neural responses throughout the 119 regions of interest �p< :001. ISC, inter-subject correlation.
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d¼0:75,pFDR ¼ :004) and the right subgenual anterior cingulate cor-

tex (sgACC) (d¼0:78,pFDR ¼ :007; Table S5).

Higher inter-individual synchronization of disengagement was

underpinned by stronger synchronization of neural responses within

brain regions mostly belonging to the DMN (Yeo et al., 2011), that is,

the left ventrolateral prefrontal cortex (vlPFC) (d¼0:75,pFDR ¼ :02),

left vmPFC (d¼0:75,pFDR ¼ :03), the left perigenual anterior cingulate

cortex (pgACC) (d¼0:78,pFDR ¼ :02) and the left temporo-parietal

junction (TPJ) (d¼1:26,pFDR ¼ :03; see Figure 4a). Further, effects

with the same directionality were found in the left dorsomedial pre-

frontal cortex (dmPFC) (d¼0:81,pFDR ¼ :01) belonging to salience and

somatomotor networks (Yeo et al., 2011, the right dorso-lateral pre-

frontal cortex (dlPFC) and the dorsal anterior cingulate cortex (dACC)

belonging to the central executive network (CEN; d¼0:70,

pFDR ¼ :03; d¼0:75, pFDR ¼ :03; d¼0:78, pFDR ¼ :03, respectively),

and the subcortical caudate nucleus (d¼0:80,pFDR ¼ :02), and the

superior lateral occipital cortex (slOC; d¼1:33,pFDR ¼ :02; see

Table S6).

For the neutral movie, no significant effects were present for dis-

engagement. For engagement, effects were derived negative correla-

tion scores between synchronization in engagement and neural

responses (Kriegeskorte et al., 2008; Table S10). Given that positive

correlations fulfill the expectations for similarity analyses required to

perform RSA, interpreting negative associations has shown to be diffi-

cult. Here we follow the suggested interpretation by Dimsdale-Zucker

and Ranganath (2018) arguing that RSA with negative correlation

scores reflects very low similarity between neural responses which is

better represented when converting correlation scores to a distance

metric. In contrast to our sad movie clip, the RSA for the neutral

movie clip resulted mainly in negative correlations (except for the TPJ,

slOC in disengagement) exacerbating the interpretation of the find-

ings. Additionally, we observe by using the subjective continuous

emotional intensity (without distinguishing between phases) the pres-

ence of significant regions exclusively associated with the sad movie

(Table S7), in contrast to the neutral film (Figure S2).

3.4 | Exploratory analyses

As an exploratory analysis, we extended the above outlined

analyses treating groups of regions belonging to an individual search

term from the Neurosynth database as one single brain parcel (see

Section 2). For the sad movie, regions commonly reported with the

search term “sad” were the only ones drawing on both emotional

engagement (d¼0:693,pFDR ¼ :044) and disengagement

(d¼0:748,pFDR ¼ :002; Figure 5), where greater similarity in brain

activity was related to similarity in both engagement and disengage-

ment. For the remaining ROI groups identified with search terms,

inter-subject similarity in emotional engagement was positively associ-

ated with inter-subject similarity in brain activity (“auditory”:
d¼0:655,pFDR ¼ :011; “arousal”: d¼0:693,pFDR ¼ :002; “visual per-
ception”: d¼0:702,pFDR ¼ :043; “awareness”: d¼0:728,pFDR ¼ :006

and “cognitive emotional”: d¼0:847,pFDR ¼ :011; see Table S8). For

the search term “emotional responses” there was neither an associa-

tion with engagement nor with disengagement. Permuted p-values

were thresholded with FDR (p= .05) across ROIs. For the neutral con-

dition, no significant effects were found for brain parcels associated

with the search terms (Table S9).

4 | DISCUSSION

We used a sad and neutral movie clip with simultaneous continuous

annotations of subjective emotional intensity to assess whether, and

F IGURE 4 Inter-subject representational similarity analysis results. Thresholded similarity maps for variations in subjective engagement and
disengagement during sad (a) and neutral (b) movie clips. (a, top) Engagement. vmPFC, ventromedial prefrontal cortex; FG, fusiform gyrus; sgACC,
subgenual anterior cingulate cortex. (a, bottom) Disengagement. dmPFC, dorsomedial prefrontal cortex; pgACC, perigenual anterior cingulate
cortex; dACC, dorsal anterior cingulate cortex; TPJ, temporoparietal junction; vlPFC, ventrolateral prefrontal cortex; dlPFC, dorsolateral prefrontal
cortex; slOC, superior lateral occipital cortex; Cd, caudate nucleus. (b, top) Engagement. ILOC, inferior lateral occipital cortex; AI, anterior insula;
dACC; preCG, precentral gyrus; pCG, paracingulate gyrus; pSMG, posterior supramarginal gyrus; pgACC; perigenual cingulate cortex; sPL,
superior parietal lobe. (b, bottom) No significant effects. The color bar illustrates the correlation distance ranging between 0 and 2, where values
closer to zero reflect higher association between inter-subject similarity in neural responses and inter-subject similarity in subjective engagement
and disengagement, respectively. Note that effects for engagement in the neutral condition arise mainly from negative correlations, resulting in
higher correlation distance. ISC, inter-subject correlation.
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if so, to which degree individuals with similar emotional experiencing

patterns recruit neural circuits similarly during movie watching. In par-

ticular, our hypothesis suggests that individuals vary in the tendency

to respond to emotional material presented during movie watching, as

reflected in varying patterns of onsets and duration of episodes of

subjective engagement and disengagement. We sought to identify

neural response patterns that synchronize together with the degree

of inter-individual alignment in subjective experiencing. Specifically,

we hypothesized that increases and decreases in the timecourse of

emotional intensity annotations could reflect the subjectively noticed

beginning and end of episodes where individuals emotionally engaged

and disengaged, respectively. To this aim, for every individual, we

dichotomized the continuous subjective emotional intensity time

courses into moments of engagement (present/not present) and dis-

engagement (present/not present) by identifying time points when

the signal rose or fell within intra-individually defined thresholds. We

wondered if engagement would be more similar or dissimilar across

individuals compared to disengagement and if the degree of shared

responses differs for sad compared to neutral content. During the sad

movie clip, disengagement reports were significantly more aligned

across individuals than engagement reports. In contrast, the neutral

movie had less inter-individual synchronization overall and did not sig-

nificantly differentiate engagement and disengagement. One could

speculate that more similarly experienced disengagement could reflect

more similar usage of emotion regulation strategies, while noticed

onsets of emotional engagement were more prone to subjective inter-

pretability. However, further research is needed to investigate this. It

has been hypothesized that the degree to which individuals resemble

one another in their subjective affective experiencing is reflected in

the degree to which they show a resemblance in their neural

responses (Hasson et al., 2004, 2008; Nummenmaa et al., 2012), how-

ever, empirically their inter-relation is poorly understood. For the sad

movie clip, neural responses within the fusiform gyrus exhibited

higher synchronization when engagement (but not when disengage-

ment) was synchronized across individuals. This effect was absent for

the neutral movie clip. The fusiform gyrus has been consistently found

to be a face-responsive region (Duchaine & Yovel, 2015; Kawasaki

et al., 2012; Liang et al., 2017), especially when facial expressions

were presented audio-visually (Wild et al., 2001), with higher activa-

tion for emotional than to neutral facial expressions (Apicella

et al., 2013). During movie viewing, it was previously shown that the

fusiform gyrus exhibits the highest inter-subject similarity across

the entire brain network when faces versus non-faces were shown

(Hasson et al., 2004). It is worth mentioning that the films were not

quantitatively equated in terms of low-level features such as faces.

This introduces the potential for these differences to be attributed to

factors beyond emotions.

For both engagement and disengagement, our synchronization

analysis drew on the vmPFC. The vmPFC has been reported in many

different contexts, including, autonomous arousal regulation (Tranel &

Damasio, 1994; Zahn et al., 1999; Zhang et al., 2014), negative affect

generation with and without regulation (Etkin et al., 2011; Winecoff

et al., 2013), self-directed cognition (Northoff & Bermpohl, 2004). It is

hypothesized that the vmPFC does not drive affective responses per

se, but instead is crucial for transducing conceptual information to

generate affective meaning to drive affective behavior (Roy

et al., 2012). In this regard, more synchronized engagement and disen-

gagement reports together with more synchronized vmPFC responses

could reflect that sad scenes within the movie were similarly contex-

tualized across individuals, critical for determining whether or not a

stimulus is subjectively experienced as emotionally arousing or not.

During the sad movie clip, subjects were more similar in reporting

moments of disengagement when compared to moments of engage-

ment. One can only speculate if synchronized disengagement could

reflect more similar use of emotion regulation strategies and if so,

whether they are of a more explicit or automatic nature. It was

F IGURE 5 Inter-individual
similarity of engagement and
disengagement in relation to inter-
individual similarity in neural responses
for brain regions belonging to search
terms from the Neurosynth database.
Significant correlations are marked
with an asterisk (�p< :05). ISC, inter-
subject correlation.
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previously shown that the induction of sadness results in more ana-

lytic strategies as compared to other negative emotions such as anger

(Bodenhausen et al., 1994). In this regard, it is possible that inter-

individual similarities in disengagement could have been driven by

inter-individual similarities in explicit emotion regulation strategy

usage. Our neural findings support this: stronger alignments in disen-

gagement across subjects related to more synchronized neural

responses in frontally distributed regions belonging to the DMN,

including the left vlPFC and vmPFC, and regions belonging to the cen-

tral executive network, including the right dlPFC, and sections of the

left dACC. These regions are typically involved when negative emo-

tions are re-appraised as compared to merely attended to without try-

ing to alter the elicited feelings (Buhle et al., 2014; Diekhof

et al., 2011; Kohn et al., 2014; Ochsner et al., 2012; for review see

Etkin et al. (2015)). Specifically, it was shown that brain stimulation-

induced increases in dlPFC excitability improved both the up and

down-regulation of negative emotions, and self-reports indicated that

this improved regulation was owed to successful re-appraisal of nega-

tive emotions (Feeser et al., 2014). Even though these studies did not

investigate inter-individual synchronization, these findings could

potentially suggest that the frontal synchronization in our data

reflects more inter-individually similar employment of emotion regula-

tion for coping with negative emotions. However, further research is

needed to corroborate this assumption and investigate what type of

strategies were employed.

We would like to highlight the sgACC and pgACC playing poten-

tially critical complementary roles in the dynamics of emotion proces-

sing: related to synchronized engagement and disengagement,

respectively. The sgACC drives changes in physiological arousal by

predicting current or upcoming emotionally relevant events (Barrett &

Simmons, 2015), sgACC metabolism has consistently predicted indi-

vidual differences in plasma cortisol (Jahn et al., 2010; Sullivan &

Gratton, 2002) reflecting a high inter-individual variability in autono-

mous arousal regulation (Dixon et al., 2017). One could speculate that

more inter-individually synchronized engagement during movie

watching could reflect more similar physiological arousal regulation as

a result of more synchronized predictions about the emotional rele-

vance of stimuli in the movie. The pgACC has previously been hypoth-

esized to serve as a next relay for the context dependent self-

referenced evaluation of interoceptive sensations that were first

autonomously processed by the sgACC (Lane et al., 2015). Whereas

the subgenual part of the ACC connects to regions of the autonomous

arousal regions, the pregenual part connects with DMN regions such

as vlPFC enabling the attribution of affective valence to subjective

feeling states (Ernst et al., 2014; Lane et al., 2015). Thus, whereas syn-

chronized sgACC processing during the sad movie could reflect similar

arousal induction as a result of similar predictions of emotional rele-

vance, pgACC synchronization could reflect self-referenced evaluation

of interoceptive sensations necessary for the initiation and incorpora-

tion of suitable explicit emotion regulation strategies.

As an exploratory analysis, we grouped brain regions based on

their mutual involvement in studies associated with specific search

terms in the Neurosynth database (sad, arousal, awareness, visual per-

ception, emotional responses, cognitive emotional, auditory) ([www.

neurosynth.org], (Yarkoni et al., 2011)). When repeating the ISC-RSA

with these groups of brain regions as one entity, the neutral movie

clip did not reveal a significant association between neural and behav-

ioral synchronization. In contrast, for the sad movie clip, for almost all

search term region groups there was a significant positive association

with engagement synchronization. For instance, brain region groups

for “arousal” involving subcortical areas, for example, anterior insula

(Critchley et al., 2001), thalamus (Coull et al., 2004); salience network

(Critchley et al., 2005) and DMN (Mourao-Miranda et al., 2003) syn-

chronized together with engagement synchronization. The only group

of brain regions that revealed both a positive association with engage-

ment and disengagement belonged to the search term “sad” (bilateral
central and basolateral amygdala and the bilateral anterior insular cor-

tex; Abou Elseoud et al., 2014; Du et al., 2015; Talati et al., 2013;

Yang et al., 2019). In contrast, region groups belonging to the search

term ‘emotional response’ involving the right dACC, the bilateral cen-

tral amygdala and the bilateral anterior insula (Hare et al., 2005; Zaki

et al., 2012) showed neither an association with engagement nor dis-

engagement. Together these findings suggest a specificity of inter-

individually shared emotional activation and deactivation only for

regions associated with sad emotion responses as opposed to emo-

tional responses in general.

The present study relies on correlation analysis to understand

the association between inter-individual behavioral and neural

response similarity. However, future work should also investigate

the causal inter-dependencies between neural signatures implicated

in subjective emotional experience. For instance, Grosbras et al.

(2012) found that strategic activation of the right posterior parietal

cortex with Transcranial Direct Current Stimulation (tDCS) enhanced

the subjective positive rating of a dance performance recording, as

compared to a control (vertex) stimulation (2012). Further, facilitat-

ing activation in the vmPFC with transcranial direct current stimula-

tion, as compared to sham stimulation, resulted in reduced

experienced emotional intensity together with greater activation

within the vmPFC, sgACC, and ventral striatum during negative, but

not neutral film viewing.

4.1 | Limitations

The present movie-viewing task design enabled us to induce a richer

and emotionally more immersive experience as compared to traditional

repeated stimulus–response designs with static pictures, while at the

same time mapping temporal alternations of emotional engagement

and disengagement. This naturalistic task design comes at a cost:

dynamic fluctuations in emotional experiencing can arise from multiple

cognitive sources, in that different explicit or implicit regulation pro-

cesses could have possibly led to one and the same emotional out-

come. Additionally, our findings could be confounded by the mood the

subjects were in before watching the movies. Future movie fMRI stud-

ies should use questionnaires on individuals' mood and arousal state.

In terms of the methodology, through the employment of a func-

tionally oriented parcellation (Neurosyth atlas) discernible trade-off

emerges in terms of its hemispheric specificity. Despite our effort to
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divide it into two hemispheres, the resultant parcel distribution are

uneven, being 60 parcels for the left hemisphere and 59 for the right

hemisphere. This uneven allocation could be recognized as a limitation

of the approach.

The inclusion of only female participants in the present study can

be regarded as a drawback. Our decision to concentrate on female

participants is grounded in our research goal of mitigating recognized

gender-related discrepancies in emotional processing (Fine

et al., 2009; Hofer et al., 2007; Schulte-Rüther et al., 2008). While this

participant selection strategy might limit the broader applicability of

our findings, we recognize the significance of incorporating a more

comprehensive range of participants in forthcoming investigations.

Additionally, we focused on the induction of sad (compared to neutral)

emotions and further research is needed to assess the specificity of

our results to each emotional category. Further, our movie clips were

relatively short (10 min in total, 5 min each), and one could argue that

the duration of the clips was too short to characterize emotion fluctu-

ations, including the fact that engagement/disengagement “on”
periods are only a fraction of the time course. However, our behav-

ioral results show pronounced inter- and intra-individually variable

fluctuations, suggesting that there were sufficient data inducing fluc-

tuations in emotion processing to investigate our research questions.

Lastly, further research needs to replicate and extend these results to

a larger sample.

4.2 | Conclusion

Taken together, the degree of inter-individually shared emotional

responses (as opposed to their individual magnitude) reveals neural

signatures underlying affective processing and regulation in

naturalistic paradigms. While the present work aimed at identifying

the inter-individual similarity of neural response patterns

underlying inter-individual similarity of subjective emotional response

patterns, further research is needed to extend these findings for spe-

cific moments in time with dynamic ISC-RSA approaches (e.g., Simony

et al., 2016).
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